In Between Dying
“ IN BETWEEN DYING is the love story of Davud, a young man trying
to ﬁnd his ‘real‘family, who completes his life cycle in a single day.
When he does ﬁnd Love, it‘s in the place he has always lived. But it is
too late. ”
Synopsis
Davud is a misunderstood, restless young man in search of his ‘true’ family, those whom he feels certain will bring love and therefore
meaning to his life. Over the course of one strange day, pursued by men he has crossed and sure this day will be his last, Davud’s search
leads him to encounters with a number of unexpected deaths and a series of women striving to liberate themselves from subjugation. As he
journeys, each death and each liberation causes invisible memories and selfconstructednarratives to rise to the surface of his
consciousness. Davud is propelled into a journey of self-discovery that leads him ﬁnally back to the place he has alwayslived, and the love
that was always there.

Credits
Director: Hilal Baydarov / Genre: Drama / Original title: SƏPƏLƏNMİŞ ÖLÜMLƏR ARASINDA / English title: In Between Dying / Country
of production: Azerbaijan, Mexico, USA / Year of production: 2020 / Length: 88 min / Color: color / Shooting format: HD/4K /
Screening format: DCP 2K / Original language: Azerbaijani / Subtitles: English / Cast: Orkhan Iskandarli, Rana Asgarova, Maryam
Naghiyeva, Murvat Abdulazizov,Huseyn Nasirov / Scriptwriter: Hilal Baydarov / Director of photography: Elshan Abbasov / Editor: Hilal
Baydarov / Sound design: Daniel Timmons, Ben Kruse / Sound mixing: Orxan Həsənov / Music: Kanan Rustamli / Producers: Hilal
Baydarov, Elshan Abbasov / Co-producers: Carlos Reygadas, Joslyn Barnes / Production company: Ucqar Film / Co-production
company: Splendor Omnia Studios, Louverture Films
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